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Toolkit enhancements – Part 3:
Support for Web services development

WebSphere ® Message Broker Version 6.1

This presentation covers some of the new functions in the toolkit in WebSphere Message 
Broker Version 6.1.
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Agenda

� Toolkit enhancement to support Web services 
development  

�WSDL importer and message set structure 

�WSDL drag-and-drop support

�Scenarios
�Expose message flow as Web service

�Consume Web service within message flow 

The primary topics of this presentation are the enhancements made to support application 
development with Web services.

The presentation will look at the WSDL importer, and how message sets are created and 
organized. It will look at how WSDL files can be used to automatically populate nodes in a 
message flow, and how this function is optimized for the new SOAP nodes in version 6.1.

And it will demonstrate this with two scenarios. The first discusses how to expose a 
message flow as a Web service, and the second is how to invoke a Web service from 
within a message flow.
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Enhanced WSDL drag-and-drop support

� WSDL drag-and-drop support introduced in Version 6.0.2 
significantly improved user experience to:

� Expose message flow as Web service

� Consume Web service within message flow

� Support based on HTTP nodes

� WebSphere Message Broker 6.1: Support extended to use 
either new SOAP nodes or the HTTP nodes

� Default behavior promotes usage of New SOAP nodes over HTTP nodes

� SOAP nodes have all the functionality of HTTP nodes for processing SOAP 
messages and in addition provide support for WS* standard

As a reminder, Message Broker version 6.0.2, released in December 2006, introduced 
new function to automate the implementation of Web services development. This function 
provided the ability to use WSDL to create a new message flow as a Web service, or to 
invoke a Web service from a message flow. The WSDL could be dropped onto the 
message flow palette, and depending on which of the two Web service models was 
selected, the appropriate nodes were populated.

This support was available only for the HTTP nodes.

Version 6.1 extends this support to the new SOAP nodes, but still supports the HTTP 
nodes. The support for the SOAP nodes is only for the HTTP transport.
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WSDL importer and quick start wizard 
New options:
�Add SOAP and XMLNSC domains if they 
did not exist. Checked by default to:

�Promote usage of new SOAP nodes while 
creating flows through WSDL drag-and-drop

�Save backup copy of original WSDL in 
importFiles folder. Not checked by default: 

�Because in MB6.1 WSDL is key artifact of 
message set, and the modified copy of imported 
WSDL is stored inside the message set folder

�Also reduce confusion as to which WSDL file 
should be used because there are two copies of 
WSDL – the original and the imported version - in 
the message set project. 

�Create XML wire format if one does not 
already exist provided MRM is one of the 
supported domain on the message set. 

This slide shows the window that appears when WSDL is imported into the toolkit. The 
default action is to add the SOAP and XMLNSC domains as supported domains in the 
resulting message set. This is shown highlighted on the screen capture. The intent is to 
promote the use of the SOAP nodes, although you can change this if required.

The second key option is to specify whether the original WSDL should be copied into the 
project workspace, in the “importFiles” folder. In this case, the default is not to do this. This 
is because the WSDL itself forms part of the message set, and the presence of two copies 
of the WSDL in different parts of the same message set could result in confusion. 
However, you can override this action if necessary.

Finally, if the domain is “MRM”, an XML wire format is created by default.
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Message Set - WSDL key artifact 
�WSDL files imported into 
message set are  

� Stored in subfolder  derived from 
nsURI of WSDL

�Shown under new logical category 
“Deployable WSDL”

�Schema type definitions referenced 
externally or defined in-lined are 
changed to reference mxsd files in 
the message set

�WSDL files are annotated to

�Keep track of mxsd files 
created by WSDL importer. 

� Keep WSDL files in synch 
with MXSD files

As mentioned on the previous slide, WSDL is now a key artifact of the message set, and is 
stored in the new category called “Deployable WSDL”. The name of the sub-folder is 
derived from the “nsURI” of the WSDL.
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WSDL drag-and-drop onto message flow (1)

Dragging WSDL from 
Message set project 
onto flow canvas 
brings up “Configure 
Web services usage”
wizard

Lists and selects 
all operations 
from the 
selected port 
type which are 
implemented by 
the selected 
binding. 

List and select 
all operations 
from the 
selected port 
type which are 
implemented by 
the selected 
binding. 

1

Now that the message set has been created, and the appropriate WSDL imported into the 
message set, the next task is to create a message flow.

On this screen capture, the WSDL that is used in the message flow is shown under the 
“Deployable WSDL” category. Note also that the WSDL has been stored in the 
“importFiles” category. However, these files are not used in the creation of the message 
flow.

So, when the message flow has been created, the first action is to drop the WSDL onto 
the flow canvas. At this point, a window similar to the one shown on this slide opens. This 
window asks you to specify whether the flow should be exposed as a Web service, or 
whether the WSDL should be used to invoke a remote Web service. This is shown 
highlighted as number 1 on this slide.

Depending on which option you select, the wizard automatically selects the binding 
operations, and the service port that should be used. If multiple bindings and ports are 
available, these are all listed, and you must make an appropriate selection.

The example shown on this slide shows the “OrderService” port type, and the “submitPO”
biding operation.
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WSDL drag-and-drop onto message flow (2)

Dragging WSDL from 
Message set project 
onto the flow canvas 
brings up the wizard 
“Configure Web 
services usage”

Lists all operations 
from the selected 
port type which are 
implemented by the 
selected binding.

Allows 
selection 
of ONE 
operation 
only from 
the list

List all operations 
from the selected 
port type which are 
implemented by the 
selected binding.

1

This slide shows a similar operation, except in this case, the selection is to invoke a Web 
service from the message flow. This is shown again as number 1 on this slide.

The operation is now the “ship-Part” operation, since the WSDL that has been dropped 
onto the canvas is the “ShippingService” WSDL file.
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Select nodes to use for generated flow

Selected if WSDL is 
dragged from 
“importFiles” folder 
or if  SOAP is not 
one of the supported 
domains on 
message set.

In both cases, SOAP 
nodes option is 
disabled

Selected by 
default If WSDL  is 
dragged from 
“Deployable 
WSDL” and one of 
the supported 
domain on the 
message set is 
SOAP.

User can still 
choose to use 
HTTP Nodes 
option.

Informational message issued if 
HTTP nodes option is selected 

Wizard behavior geared 
towards using new SOAP 
nodes for the generated 
flow/sub flow

Default node selection 
determined from :

�From where in the message 
set project, WSDL file is 
dragged 

�And a set of domains 
supported on the message set 

Backward compatibility

� Message sets created with 
6.0.2 may have WSDL files in 
importFiles folder.

�WSDL dragged from 
importFiles folder have HTTP 
nodes option only 

The next stage is to select which type of nodes will be used to support this Web service. 
The default nodes are the SOAP nodes, and this can be changed to use the HTTP nodes. 
The SOAP nodes require the specification of the SOAP domain on the associated 
message set. This is done automatically when the WSDL is imported into the message set 
project.

If you are using this function with message sets that have been created using Message 
Broker Toolkit version 6.0.2, then the WSDL files will be located in the “import Files” folder. 
If you use the WSDL from this location, then the SOAP nodes will be disabled, and you 
will only be able to use the HTTP nodes. You will not be able to use the SOAP nodes in 
your message flow.
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Expose message flow as Web service
generated flow for SOAP nodes

The generated sub flow 
extracts the body out of the 
SOAP message, has one 
output node per operation 
which is projected as output 
terminal on the sub flow node

Extracted “operation 
request” message body 
from SOAP_Domain_Msg 
in  XMLNSC domain

SOAP_Domain_Msg 
in the SOAP domain

Send Reply:  SOAPReply 
node envelopes the 
response message 

Properties on the 
node set directly 
from the WSDL 

The “response message”
can be in any of the 
supported domain 
XMLNSC, MRM, SOAP

SOAPInput 
node parses 
the input SOAP 
Envelope 
message using 
new SOAP 
domain parser 
and builds 
SOAP Domain 
message tree

Insert flow
logic here

In the next stage, the wizard creates a skeleton message flow, with several nodes. The 
example on this slide shows a message flow being exposed as a Web service.

The first node is a SOAP input node. This is named “Input” by default. The properties of 
the input node are populated automatically, using the values derived from the imported 
WSDL, and the selections that were made in earlier stages of the wizard. Hence, the port 
type, binding and service port are all generated by the wizard. The SOAP input node 
creates a SOAP domain message, based on SOAP messages that arrives at this input 
node.

The second node, called “OrderService” invokes a subflow. This subflow exposes a 
terminal for each of the operations that were selected at the previous stage of the wizard. 
This subflow extracts the message body, and removes the SOAP envelope. The output 
from this subflow is the payload of the message, and is in the XML-NSC domain.

This subflow is covered in more detail on the next slide. 

The final node is a SOAP Reply node, which sends a response message, corresponding 
to the SOAP Input node.

User flow logic is placed in between the generated subflow and the final Reply node. 
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Expose message flow as Web service
generated subflow for SOAP nodes

SOAPExtract node

�Extracts “operation 
request” message body 
from SOAP_Domain_Msg  
and puts it in  XMLNSC
domain. 

�Routes the message to 
a label node for the 
operation

A label node and an output node
for  each operation selected 
from  the binding  in the wizard

This slide shows the generated subflow that is used the handle the incoming SOAP 
message. The subflow uses a “Route to label” node to handle each operation that was 
specified in the wizard. The example on this slide has just specified one operation, and 
therefore only has one Label node. The Label node then passes the message to a 
corresponding Output node, which in turn corresponds to the appropriate output terminal 
on the subflow node.

The node named “Extract” is a “SOAP Extract” node. The SOAP Extract and SOAP 
Envelope nodes are now built into the toolkit in version 6.1. The extract node therefore 
removes the SOAP envelope, and places the resulting payload of the incoming message 
into the XML-NSC domain.
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Expose message flow as Web service
generated flow for HTTP nodes

Soapenv:Envelope 
message

Extracted “operation request” message body 
from soapenv:Envelope. Extracted Message 
has same domain as the soapenv:Envelope

Envelope “operation 
response” message body in 
soapenv:Envelope

Send Reply

Location URL 
extracted from 
wsdl service 
element

The generated sub flow extracts 
the “request message” body 
from SOAP message; it has one 
output node per operation which 
is projected as output terminal 
on the sub flow node

Insert flow
logic here

This example shows a similar process, except the SOAP nodes are replaced by HTTP 
nodes. In this case, the input node is an HTTP Input node, with a corresponding HTTP 
Reply node.

Note that in this case, a SOAP Envelope node is also required. This is because the HTTP 
Reply node does not automatically generate a SOAP envelope, whereas the SOAP Reply 
node does include this.

The generated sub-flow, OrderService, performs the same function as with the SOAP 
Nodes case. However, in the HTTP case, the input and output from this sub-flow will be in 
the same domain. This will be determined by the domain specified on the HTTP input 
node.

This approach is unchanged from the approach used in Message Broker version 6.0.2.
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Invoke Web service from message flow
generated flow for SOAP nodes

A label 
node for  
the invoked 
operation, 

Sub flow node to 
invoke a WSDL 
operation from 
message flow

Generated sub flow for invoking a WSDL operation

SOAPRequest node

�Invokes the Web service 
operation.  

�Parses the received 
response using new 
SOAP parser and builds 
SOAP_Domain_Msg

SOAPExtract node

�Extracts “operation 
response” message 
body from 
SOAP_Domain_Msg  
and puts it in  XMLNSC
domain. 

�Routes the message to 
label node for the 
operation

The input message can be in any of the 
supported domain: XMLNSC, MRM, SOAP

An Output 
node for 
the invoked 
operation, 
fault and 
failure

The presentation now discusses the second scenario, where the message flow invokes a 
Web service. 

On this slide, the wizard specified the option to invoke an external Web service. This has 
resulted in the generation of a sub-flow, named “shipPart Shipping Service”. Expanding 
this sub-flow shows a SOAP request node. The default name of this node is “Request”.  
On completion, this node passes a message in the SOAP domain to a SOAP Extract 
node, which removes the SOAP envelope and passes the payload of the SOAP message 
to the rest of the message flow. The output from the Extract node is in the “XML NSC”
domain.

In this scenario, there will only be one label node, along with output nodes to handle 
SOAP Faults and failures.
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Summary

� Toolkit enhancement to support Web services 
development  

�WSDL importer and message set structure 

�WSDL drag-and-drop support

�Scenarios
�Expose message flow as Web service

�Consume Web service within message flow 

In summary, this presentation has shown how to use the drag-and-drop features of the 
Toolkit to create the artifacts needed for Web services application in version 6.1. It has 
discussed the structure of the message set definitions, and illustrated this with two 
scenarios.
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Feedback

Your feedback is valuable
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 

meet your needs by providing feedback.

� Did you find this module useful?

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question?

� Do you have suggestions for improvements?

Click to send e-mail feedback:

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_WMB61_IEA_Toolkit3_WSDL.ppt

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../WMB61_IEA_Toolkit3_WSDL.pdf

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback.
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